
When metal stamping plants are fully op-
erating, everything moves fast. Metal 

coils feed presses at throughputs of up to 100 
parts per minute. After each punch, metal 
trim falls away through the die, collected as 
scrap for recycling or sale. But all that produc-
tion can quickly come to a halt if scrap cannot 
be cleared away. 

Frequent, unscheduled repairs and break-
downs of scrap collection systems can dis-
rupt production, costing up to $1,000 an hour 
in idle time. If a press is processing 60 parts 
a minute, as many do, that’s also 3,600 parts 
that aren’t being made each hour production 
is shut down. Shipments can get delayed. 
Customers can be disappointed. Reputations 

This paper aims to help both maintenance 
managers and process engineers under-
stand how to address the four most common 
causes of failures in shaker systems, while 
helping them consider the advantages of 
electric shaker systems over systems driven 

by pneumatic technology. These guidelines 
can help readers make the business case 
for updating scrap clearing systems to the 

For plants operating older conveyor-belt sys-
tems, this paper can also help justify choos-
ing electric shaker systems as replacements 
worthy of investment.

Addressing 4 Common Causes Of 
Failures In Scrap Collecting Systems
Few industrial processes are as hard on equip-
ment as metal stamping. With the continu-
ous pounding and applications of extreme 
physical forces along a plant production line, 
reliability is critical to both throughput and 
uptime. This extends to scrap clearing and 
collection systems as well. They’re subject 
to the constant drop and bounce of scrap 
metal, with varying weight loads as scrap is 
cleared, collected and disposed of.

Based on the experience of designing, engi-
neering, installing and servicing scrap shaker 
systems, we have found most failures of these 

Efficient, reliable clearing of scrap from metal stamping presses is critical to overall 
plant productivity and profitability. Scrap systems designed to provide this valuable 
function must be properly designed, engineered, installed and operated to deliver 
trouble-free operation. 
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shaker systems have root causes in four key areas:

1. Uneven pan loads. Basic physics suggests that un-
even pan loads can stress shaker systems designed for
more balanced loads. Operators should ensure that an
equal number of pans are installed and evenly spaced on
each side of a shaker system’s cross bar. If not, the uneven
weight load of scrap metal can cause the top plate of the
shaker system to twist with each movement. This twist-
ing action can put extra stress on the system’s motor and
bearings, causing either or both to fail. Some setups may
require uneven pan loads. In this case, MPI has developed
its exclusive rack-and-pinion (RP) system. This system uti-
lizes a rack-and-pinion gear system at the end of the ex-
trusion to prevent the twisting movement from uneven
loads. Standard sizes for MPI’s RP system range from 7 to
14 feet in width, driven by a single M-200 motor.

2. Jams.  Scrap or parts falling through a die can bounce
and end up in various places around the press. These pieces
can get jammed between the pans or drive components of
the shaker system. When these jams occur, they should be
cleared out to prevent excessive wear on the motor and its
linear bearings.

When pans 
are installed, they should be level with the press bed. Inclin-
ing or declining pans can add unwanted torque to the mo-
tor, creating excess wear. To better support pans and reduce 
friction from metal-on-metal contact, ultra-high-molecular-
weight polyethylene (UHMW) pads or lining can be used.  

4. Poor pan installation. Pans that are crooked, loose, or
banging against other objects can create additional operat-
ing stresses that can lead to premature bearing or motor fail-
ures. A solid installation can be achieved several ways.

brackets. These brackets are designed to lock down the pan 

changes to pan placement. Lastly, the crossbars which 

the pans mount to should not exceed the manufacturer’s 
maximum recommended length. See table below.

Model Max. Crossbar
M-10 18"
M-50 36"

M-200 48"

How Electric Shaker Systems Can 
Deliver Performance And Cost Advantages
When properly installed and maintained to eliminate the 
common causes of operating failures noted above, electric 
shaker systems can provide years of trouble-free service. They 

over their pneumatically driven counterparts. Those advan-
tages are listed below and can provide a compelling business 
case to make the switch.

By eliminating the disruptions caused by the 
frequent maintenance and repairs required by pneumatic 
shaker systems, electric shaker systems can provide plant 

-
ciency. Wasteful leaks in air tubing, which can run thousands 
of feet, are also eliminated, along with the need for air com-

2. Reliability.  Despite the harsh operating conditions that
electric shaker systems are subjected to in metal stamping
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MPI offers replaceable UHMW pads.

Above is an example of an M-50 shaker installation and operation. The shaker system has an 
8-foot cross bar but was designed and engineered for a maximum 3-foot cross bar. Note that 
the system also suffers from an uneven pan load — two on the left and one on the right — 
and the cross bar has no supports on its ends to control twisting.  An 8-foot rack-and-pinion 
system would be the correct solution for this installation. 



plants, they’re designed, engineered, and built to be extreme-
ly reliable. For example, MPI’s M-Series models avoid using 
seals and damping components that can require mainte-
nance and repairs. Pneumatic models are more complicated, 
with more parts and assemblies that can break down. Except 
for the need to clear infrequent jams, electric shaker systems 
can provide years of trouble-free service.

3. Simplicity.  Pneumatic systems require compressed air
from compressors, often located far from the stamping ma-
chine. The compressors, tubing, and connections with the
shaking systems constitute a complicated infrastructure that
requires lubrication, plus periodic and as-needed mainte-
nance and repair. Electric shaker systems can operate virtu-
ally maintenance-free with much longer service intervals and
fewer spare parts.

4. Energy savings. Electric shaker systems use 71 percent
less energy compared with a 3.4 cubic-feet-per-minute (CFM)
pneumatic system. Given the number of stamping presses
in a plant and how long they run — assuming their scrap
handling systems run at the same time — the annual energy
cost savings from electric shaker systems can run in the tens
of thousands of dollars, depending on local electricity costs.
Less energy consumption means electric shaker systems can
help reduce a plant’s carbon emissions footprint.

5. Maintenance.  Electric shaker systems are virtually mainte-
nance-free. This can save literally hundreds of hours of plant

other maintenance tasks that may have been deferred due 

to upkeep needed for pneumatic shaker systems. Pneumatic 
systems require regular lubrication of their air lines and seals 
to prevent leaks, and this maintenance must be conducted 
over many thousands of feet of tubing that’s typical in medi-
um-to-large size stamping plants.  

6. Flexibility.  M-Series electric shaker systems are designed,
-

tions, typical of most metal stamping plants. This helps make 

-
-

ibility and help with compliance of minor alignment issues, 
MPI’s M-Series 200 and 1000 models use Rubber Suspension 
Technology that provides several functions in a single unit, 
such as those provided by torsion springs, pivot bearings, and 
anti-vibration mounts.

7. Less noise.  Noise in stamping plants is a given and an en-
vironmental condition that’s subject to limits set by the U.S.
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA). But
it’s an even bigger issue if pneumatic shaker systems are in
place with loud air bursts each time trim gets cleared. Electric
shaker systems operate almost noiselessly via relatively small
motors.

8. Extensibility.  As momentum for Smart Manufacturing
builds worldwide, plants are increasingly modernizing their

-

higher-level manufacturing execution systems (MESs). Elec-
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HOW RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE-FREE OPERATION 
MADE THE CASE AT RADAR INDUSTRIES

When family-owned Radar Industries, based in Warren, 

operated three stamping plants. Across them were 17 
presses, ranging from 300 to 2,200 tons, which stamped 
metal interior, chassis, and powertrain components for 
the automotive industry. 

late 1990s, the company deployed the systems to clear 
away scrap metal of varying sizes and shapes. However, 
the mounting costs associated with their maintenance 
and repair, which resulted in downtime ranging from 50 
to 60 percent each shift, eventually became intolerable in 
plant operations. Not only was maintenance staff having to 
constantly respond to breakdowns, but production delays 
were also affecting the company’s delivery schedules.

After careful evaluation of alternatives, the company 
chose to replace the pneumatic shaker systems with 

now-patented electric shaker systems made by MPI. 
In 2006, recognizing the need for a better solution, 

electric shaker systems. MPI has since adapted its 
patented technology used in the M-Series to span a 
portfolio of four models, including its top-of-the-line 
M-1000 centralized system, with the high-end model
(M-5000) featuring tray capacities capable of handling
continuous streams of scrap material weighing up to
10,000 pounds per hour.

According to Radar Industries’ maintenance supervisor, 
the M-Series electric shakers have completely eliminated 
the costly and disruptive downtime and operating 
expenses of the older pneumatic systems. He also said 
that aside from periodic inspections for infrequent scrap 
jams, the systems are virtually maintenance-free, which 
gives his staff time to focus on more important matters 
affecting plant operation.



tric shaker systems 
-

ured to connect 
into these networks. For example, 
although most electric shaker sys-

or are wired into the press, a vari-
able frequency drive (VFD) could 

motor’s operation. Also, a sensor could monitor 
the amps of a shaker to warn plant operators that 
a jam has occurred. A technician can then be dis-
patched to manually clear the jam before scrap 
backs up to where the stamping machine must 
be shut down.

Proper Installation And 
Maintenance For Trouble-Free Operation
What’s clear from helping hundreds of metal 
stamping plants deploy our M-Series electric 
shaker systems is that proper installation and 
maintenance is required to ensure trouble-free 
operation of these systems to keep scrap moving 

While electric shaker systems have been available 
for years now, many stamping plants around the 
world still use pneumatic shaker systems (and 

some still use belt conveyors) to ferry their scrap 

costs and consequences of increasing production 
disruptions, as well as ever-higher maintenance 
and repair costs. 

The sidebar example of Radar Industries having 
its production disrupted by pneumatic shaking 
systems causing shutdowns for half or more of 
its operating hours is, unfortunately, not an iso-
lated case. With such disruptions putting all their 
capital assets at a standstill and customer delivery 
schedules in jeopardy, metal stamping plants us-
ing these outdated shaking systems owe it to all 
their stakeholders, especially owners and custom-
ers, to seriously consider electric shaking systems 
for their scrap removal. 

If they don’t, chances are their competition will, 
forcing them to act just to stay competitive. One 
study showed that while an electric actuator 

one, the extra capital cost is usually recovered 
within 12 months of deployment. With all the 
reasons provided for developing a compelling 
business case to switch to an electric scrap shaker 
system, waiting any longer to act is simply not a 
winning strategy. 
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PRI DISTRIBUTES MPI PRODUCTS
PRI is a specialized distributor of metal stamping, conveying, and press safety equipment. For 
over 34 years, PRI has helped manufacturing companies become more competitive in the 
stamping industry. We provide pressroom products, application engineering, installation, and 
training services that improve manufacturing processes. If you have metal stamping, forming, or 
fabricating processes we can help you make it work more efficiently.




